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teams and discussed the role IT tools can play to solve
such misunderstandings. When looking at extensions
of synchronous communication environment, research
works focus more on providing personal assistance
rather than dealing with misunderstandings. For
example, Enembreck [3] developed a personal assistant
to improve collaborations, which provides intelligent
access to documents, communication tools and domain
tasks, fosters group awareness, and helps share
information among team members.
This paper proposes a “Multimedia adaptive
utilization” framework for dependable web based
collaboration. This framework we call “Enriched
cyberspace” or “Enriched Web” enables collaboration
systems to detect various misunderstandings during
discussions, (namely, identify situations for potential
misunderstandings,) provide adaptivity to clear the
already occurred misunderstandings, and provide a tool
to prevent misunderstandings. For example, keywords/
summaries are presented adaptively depending on
cognitive profiles of users such as short term memory
capacity and associative learning skills as well as
physical situation of users such as drowsiness or
tiredness.
Situation assessment to identify misunderstandings
is based on extensive learner profiling techniques,
using various inputs such as user profile, cognitive
profile, biomedical data, etc. This aims at developing
effective web-based collaboration systems. Thus,
support of collaborators’ or learners’ remote
interactions is important and misunderstandings due to
remoteness are considered.
The next section deals with situation assessment to
identify misunderstandings, introducing the input and
identifying approach. Section 3 proposes adaptivity
features to help learners cope with misunderstandings.
Section 4 presents software architecture of the
proposed framework. Section 5 deals with the
evaluation. Section 6 concludes the paper.

Abstract
Due to the geographical distribution, different cognitive
capacity, and different domain competency of workers or
learners, many misunderstandings can occur during Web
based remote collaboration, leading to inefficient discussions
and undesired results.
To overcome these problems, a “Multimedia adaptive
utilization” framework for dependable web based
collaboration is proposed and evaluated. This assesses
situations of remote users through fusing information of
multiple biological sensors and the related contexts such as
user profiles. Transmitting and using such information, the
system adaptively supports Web based remote collaboration
by stressing, warning, and presenting keywords/ summaries
in multimedia.
Then, effects of adaptive keyword/summary presentation
are evaluated as to cognitive profiles of users such as short
term memory capacity and associative learning skills when
misunderstanding possibilities are estimated on the Web.
These evaluations totally demonstrate the feasibility and
usefulness of the proposed method.

1. Introduction
In recent globalizing societies, remote collaboration
such as distributed development or distance learning,
has become popular. Despite its many benefits, there is
a lack of tools [1], [2] that could adaptively support
effective interaction among users to make such
collaboration a success. In remote collaboration,
misunderstandings can occur during interaction due to
different user backgrounds, different competency level
and different personal agendas as well as their
existence in unreliable remote communication sites.
In the literature, general guidelines are available for
these problems. For example, Kamel [1] discussed
existing features of computer supported collaborative
work systems which can solve general problems in
group interaction. Lewkowicz [2] elaborated general
guidelines for humans to avoid misunderstandings in
cross-cultural communication in virtual engineering
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including their working memory capacity, inductive
reasoning ability, associative learning skills,
information processing speed and long term memory
capacity, and the current speaker’s assessment about
individual learner’s or collaborators’ understanding
level during the remote interaction. Biomedical
information including heartbeat, brain waves
measurement, skin temperature, perspiration, eye view
and movement, voice, head movement, facial
expressions, and chair movement is stored in order to
identify negative sentiment (bored, sleepy, angry,
dim/dull, disappointed), excitement level, gestures
(e.g., yawn), concentration level, and indifferent
attitude. Furthermore, textual information (via
keyboard)
and
visual
information
(via
sketchpad/whiteboards) are stored as input parameters.
In addition, other information such as interaction
patterns from voice, keyboard, and mouse, the
frequency of communication, the number of tasks
performed by the collaborators or learners at the same
time, and the urgency of other tasks that are performed
by them during the current discussion are considered as
input parameters.
Input parameters are used to provide indications for
assessing the situation and then providing suitable
actions to cope with the identified misunderstanding.
Three types of situations are identified in this research:
(1) personal situations result from effects of individual
collaborators’
or
learner’s
personal
profile,
competency, and biomedical conditions, (2) global
situations result from effects of other collaborators or
learners and particular meeting/discussion situation, for
example, wrong interpretation of gestures that may
have resulted from another context of a participant
(e.g., laughing on something read in an email, which
could be seen and misinterpreted by other participants),
(3) device situations result from the effect of devices

2. Situation assessment and identification
of misunderstanding
This research is influenced by the Situation Theory
[4] which stipulates that the objects in the world do not
exist on their own; they have properties and stand in
relations to one another. In addition, there are parts of
the world called situations that are clearly recognized
in common sense and human language even if they are
not precisely individuated. Events and episodes are
situations in time, scenes are visually perceived
situations, changes are sequences of situations, and
facts are situations enriched (or polluted) by language
[5]. Various personal factors, environmental
conditions, and differences among individuals can
result in various misunderstandings that could create
these situations.
These misunderstandings can be identified through
the following steps: (1) monitoring of various input
parameters during an interaction, (2) situation
assessment
to
identify
certain
types
of
misunderstandings during interaction, on the basis of
various input parameters, and (3) cross-checking of
information from various sources to validate the
reliability of analysis of misunderstanding.
In order to get indications for situation assessment,
several input parameters are considered. The user
profile includes collaborators’ or learners’ background
information such as their contact information, address,
preference for medium of message, learning styles, and
domain competence. Furthermore, the user profile
contains information about collaborators’ or learners’
areas of interest, their past history of data from handy
(easily attachable but not expensive) various multiple
biological sensors considering heartbeat, skin
temperature, perspiration, and head movement during
the remote interactions, their cognitive profile

Table 1. Examples of misunderstandings due to personal situation
Type
Misapplying
knowledge
Missing
context

Description
Misconceptions:
Problems in
understanding the essence
of current discussion
No previous knowledge
on the subject matter to
associate/link

Mis-hearing

Missing parts of other
learner’s talk

Misreading

Missing information in
discussion (e.g. not
paying full attention due
to external diversion)

Indication
• Puzzled look
• Trying to read previous
notes
• Asking clarifications
• Puzzled look
• Stressed
• Asking background
information
• Interrupting with such
as “what?” , “sorry”
• Sad look
• Yawn, Sleepy
• Looking at something
else

Cause
• Low working
memory
• Low associative
learning skill
• Low domain
competence
• Tiredness
• External
disturbance
• Low information
processing speed
• Low information
processing speed
• Low working
memory
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Input parameters
• Webcam
• Microphone (voice signal/ interaction)
• Cognitive profile (via interaction pattern)
• Domain competence
• Webcam, Microphone (voice signal)
• Cognitive profile (via interaction pattern)
• Heartbeat change, Skin temperature
• Domain competence
• Heartbeat change, Skin temperature
• Webcam
• Acceleration meter (head movement)
• Microphone (voice signal)
• Webcam
• Angle of chair movement

Therefore, the speaker’s conversation is analyzed with
respect to participants’ names and areas of interest.
Once an area of interest or the name of the collaborator
or learner is mentioned by the speaker, a prompt is
delivered in text or audio format. The medium in
which the prompt should be delivered is calculated
based on the collaborator’s or learner’s preference for
medium, device functionality and learner’s current
location.
Gesture and external user action handling feature
aims at preventing misunderstanding by other
participants about possible changes of someone’s
gestures due to outside contexts. For example, if a
collaborator or learner is reading an email besides
taking part in the remote collaboration meeting, and
laughs because of the content of email, other persons
may misunderstand that gesture and treat it as an effect
of current speaker’s conversation. Therefore, the
system checks for distractions through the webcam
data and the focus status of the collaboration
environment window. If a distraction is identified or
the collaboration environment window is out of focus,
the learner’s webcam is frozen with the last image and
the microphone is muted to prevent misinterpretations
of the gestures by other persons.
Individual opinion meter provides a symbolic
representation of the meeting, showing avatars of each
person, with their face colors denoting their agreement
or disagreement with the speaker’s current part of the
conversation. Based on input data such as webcam
data, skin temperature data, and perspiration
measurement data, collaborator’s or learner’s
agreement level with the current conversation is
calculated and represented in his/her avatar with either
green (100% agreement), or red (100% disagreement),
or mixed color (medium).
Global opinion meter identifies the different
opinions during discussion based on the agreement
data of the individual opinion meter and displays them
by a colored gradient bar, green at one side and red at
another, moving a slider to denote agreement level.
Individual understanding meter identifies the
understanding situation of individuals at the current
discussion and displays it. Their understanding level is
analyzed through cumulative effect of speaker’s
assessment of learners’ understanding level, brain
waves measurement, and working memory values.
Furthermore, the level information is delivered to the
individual, either as colored gradient bar or as voice
message depending on his/her preference for medium
of message. If their understanding level is low, the
current speaker is prompted with their understanding
level, by the above message medium. Thus, the
speaker receives concrete messages (either text, images

being used by the collaborators or learners.
Current phase of this research is focused on
identifying misunderstandings due to personal
situations. Table 1 shows the investigated types of
misunderstandings,
brief
descriptions,
typical
indications for such misunderstandings, their causes,
and the input parameters necessary for identifying the
respective type of misunderstanding.

3. Adaptivity in human interface
Once a misunderstanding is identified, the
collaboration support system should respond to this
situation and provide collaborators or learners with
various adaptivity features. The following paragraphs,
describes eight features for helping them to cope with
misunderstandings during an interaction.
Keyword presentation feature presents keywords of
the current discussion on learner’s device. This feature
is automatically provided for learners having low
working memory capacity; however it can be switched
on and off by them. It can also be activated by the
system in particular situations such as their mishearing
possibilities. In order to provide them with keywords,
current speaker’s conversation is analyzed by the
keyword parser module. Keywords can be converted
by the voice-to-text module and presented as text,
though voice keywords can also be presented.
Summary acquisition feature summarizes current
discussion (either as text or sketch) when the system
identifies problems in collaborator’s or learner’s
understanding the essence of current discussion. The
system checks various input parameters such as their
working memory capacity, associative learning skill
and inductive reasoning ability from the cognitive
profile, the degree of distractions through webcam
data, if the learner has slow eye movement and narrow
eye view through webcam data etc. If the system
identifies potential misunderstandings (e.g., if a learner
with low cognitive trait is found tensed), the system
summarizes or asks the current speaker to summarize
the most recent conversation. This identification is then
sent to the speaker as a request to identify the
collaborator’s or learner’s level of understanding,
which is then updated in the user profile.
It is expected that persons whose associative
learning skills are not high, can not easily understand
their misunderstanding or their misheard parts. Thus,
this feature is automatically provided for collaborators
or learners having low associative learning skills
though they can be switched off.
Individual prompts feature aims at calling the
learner’s attention by using a pop-up window or voice
prompting when the learner’s name or his/her areas of
interest is mentioned in the speaker’s conversation.
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profiles are used to obtain information about the users’
situation during the collaborative activities. The
sensors include a sensor mouse, web camera (webcam),
accelerometer, and microphone. The sensor mouse
provides biological information about skin temperature
and blood pulse frequency. The web camera is used for
facial expression recognition (e.g., identifying person’s
yawn) and provide information about head movements
which can in turn provide information about the user’s
level of distraction (e.g. if sidewise head movement is
identified, the user might be looking somewhere else
or talking with another person face-to-face and is
therefore distracted from the collaborative online
activities). The accelerometer gathers data about chair
movements and the voice signal from microphone is
used for speech recognition.
Julius [7], language-independent high-performance
speech recognition software is used. It has over 90% of
word accuracy in real-time processing. A grammarbased recognizer called "Julian" is integrated in Julius
to recognize speech data and convert it to text data.
Julius opens the specified input audio stream and
enters a recognition loop which can be used to support
users in their collaborations where misunderstandings
can occur. In this loop, Julius detects speech segments
from the microphone input stream and processes the
data. The output results can be shown on the speaker’s
chat frame as well as distributed and shown to
individual users who are identified as subscribers due
to having certain type of misunderstanding.
In order to support users in collaborating with each
other and reduce misunderstandings in their
collaboration, Julius’ original components, namely the
keyword vocabulary file and the grammar modules file
are extended. These extensions aimed at enabling
Julius to extract keywords and summaries from
speaker’s lecture and distribute them via the
wonderland server to wonderland clients, for whom
possible misunderstandings have been identified.
The reasoning environment includes Fusion Engine
that imitates human intelligence for situation
assessment through a lot of diverse information,
including multiple sensor information. For reliable
situation assessment, two kinds of knowledge are
interpreted:
Information
synthesis
knowledge
synthesizes information such as symptoms or
indications from input parameters. Next, information
on situations is synthesized from these symptoms.
Information analysis knowledge analyzes synthesized
symptoms and situations, through which the system
can predict contradictions etc. and acquire information
necessary for solving contradictions, interpolating the
lost information, or just confirmation.

or voice), identifying who misunderstood in which
parts of conversation in which way.
Global understanding meter identifies the global
understanding level based on all listeners’ cumulative
understanding level during discussion and displays this
level by a colored gradient bar or as voice message,
according to their preference for medium of message.
If global understanding level becomes lower than 60%,
the speaker is prompted with appropriate notification..

4. Software architecture
The approach described in this paper to deal with
misunderstandings in web-based collaboration systems
was implemented and evaluated in an environment,
known as the Project Wonderland [6], developed by
Sun Labs. This provides a 3D collaborative virtual
environment that lets users’ avatars interact with
shared artifacts, communicate with other avatars, and
share live applications such as web browsers.

Figure 1. Enriching cyberspace architecture
The Project Wonderland is supported by Darkstar
and jVoiceBridge for distribution of multimedia
information. Project Wonderland technology visualizes
information in 3D by showing dynamically generated
3D graphics. Darkstar gives it ability to run on large
servers and support massive databases, and
jVoiceBridge
handles
audio
communication
(VoIP).The proposed enriching cyberspace or
enriching Web is based on assessing situations of
remote users through fusing information of multiple
biological sensors and the related user profile. Our
approach is evaluated by checking if the cyberspace
environment of the Project Wonderland can be
enriched to prevent/deal with misunderstandings in
web-based collaborative systems, using multiple
biological sensors that are handy in operation and
reasonable in cost for web users.
Fig.1 shows this implementation architecture.
Various real-time input parameters obtained from
multiple biological sensors and other kinds of user
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2.
3.
4.
5.

Talk on a remote client site.
Present keywords/summary/both/nothing when
the system detects the drowsiness, tiredness,
voice interaction, or external disturbance.
Perform comprehension tests for subjects.
The questionnaires are done.

5.1 Preparation
Firstly, cognitive profiles are measured and the
results are stored in User profile data base of the system
shown in Fig.2. Totally 30 students participated in the
measurement.
Measure Working Memory Capacity: For
measuring WMC (Working Memory Capacity), namely
STM (Short Term Memory), we used Web-OSPAN [8].
Web-OSPAN is a web-based version of the operation
word span task (OSPAN) [9]. According to De Neys et
al. [10], the operation word span task has become one
of the most popular tasks to measure WMC. In the task,
there are totally 60 arithmetic operation and 60 words
strings, each arithmetic operation is followed by a
word. Subjects are required to check simple
arithmetical operations such as (2 * 3) + 4 = 10 and the
system asks whether this operation is true or false. After
the operation, a word is presented. The subjects are
asked to perform each arithmetic operation consisting
2-6 terms and are asked to recall the words presented
after each operation in the correct order. As proposed
by Turner and Engle [9], the total number of correct
calculations (ranged from 0-60), the total number of
correctly recalled words (referred to as WMC values,
ranged from 0-60), and others are recorded. In our
evaluation, the total number of correctly recalled words
is used as a measure of WMC.
After Web-OSPAN test, the results were statistically
summarized and expressed by deviation value. Then
they are saved as User profile in Fig.2 so that our
system can check the cognitive profile of a login user.
Measure Associative Learning Skill: Most of the
studies about associative learning involve what is
called the paired-associate learning [11, 12 and 13].
Paired-associate is a task requiring learners to learn an
association list between stimuli and responses.
In order to identify learner’s Associative Learning
Skill (ALS), we used WAT (Word Association Test)
[14], which is developed to determine learner’s word
association ability based on the measured average
response time. The WAT is an often used instrument
and consists of 100 questions which can be answered
online. Learners are required to give a sequence of
responses to a stimulus word in turn.
After ALS test, results were statistically
summarized and expressed by deviation value. Then
they are saved as User profile in Fig.2 so that our
system can check the cognitive profile of a login user.

Figure 2. Situation assessment and adaptive enrichment
As is described in Fig.2, information from various
biological sensors validates the misunderstanding
situation, which is distributed to user sites or clients.
Situation assessment module assesses user situation
through synthesizing and analyzing the information of
multiple biological sensors. The module consists of
data monitor, avatar controller and meter controller.
Problematic situation information is requested for a
wonderland server to distribute to all related clients for
enriching cyberspace framework.
When client’s receiver receives it, related avatars
change the color or behavior to show user’s situation
such as tiredness, drowsiness etc. Through receiving,
summing, averaging the information of each user’s
situation at each client, individual or global
agreement/disagreement, understanding level, and
drowsiness/bore/concentration level are also calculated
and displayed on the client window to notify the
misunderstanding possibilities of users. On estimating
such possibly misunderstanding situation, individual
prompts are issued, user’s action/gesture is handled
(hided), and keywords/summaries are adaptively
presented, using cognitive profile stored in User profile
data base of Fig.1. Thus features in section 3 are
realized.

5. Evaluation
Experiments were conducted to evaluate the
adaptive features, focusing on the adaptive
keywords/summary presentation
features.
The
procedure is as follows. The steps from 2 to 5 are
repeated on the proposed Web based collaboration
system using Wonderland.
1. Measure cognitive profiles offline (not on the
proposed web system) and make User profile.
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speaker’s explanation (avatar’s hair color changed
back to black).

5.2 Experiments for Evaluation
An experimental evaluation in Wonderland
cyberspace was conducted in order to verify the
feasibility of our proposed method. For this purpose,
an evaluation scenario was designed where 4 users (A,
B, C and D) are attending a remote collaborative
session to discuss about the fallacies of distributed
computing. Namely, one speaker (user) identified as A
and three listeners or subjects (users) B, C, D are
attending an online collaborative/ meeting session and
following what speaker A talks about.
Evaluation Scenario: The fallacies of distributed
computing are a set of common but flawed
assumptions made by programmers when first
developing distributed applications [15]. One of main
topics discussed in the experiment was these fallacies.
In our experimental evaluation scenario, user B did
not get enough sleep at the previous night so that he
became sleepy and misheard or misunderstood at the
meeting session of the experiment. Furthermore, user
C assumed to have low associative learning skills was
tired and therefore might easily misunderstand or not
understand the speaker’s explanations. Finally, user D
had low short term memory capacity and therefore
might easily forget parts of the speaker’s talk.
Evaluation findings: Evaluation test cases and their
results are illustrated based on the situation that the
speaker (user A) was giving explanations from its
client to all other users at each remote client (Fig.3 (a)).

(a) sleepy
(b) change color
Figure 4. User B: audience 50%sleepy

(a) User B woke
(b) keywords & message
Figure 5. User B kept up with speaker explanation by
reading Keyword and Summary
More in detail about situation assessment of user B,
the system has access to data about the user B’s face
direction through the webcams (up/ down and left/
right face or head movement of user B), chair
movement through accelerometer, the skin temperature
and blood pulse frequency of user B through mouse
sensors. If the system identifies that not only user B’s
skin temperature and blood pulse frequency is
decreasing, but also there is no chair movement and
user B’s head is moving up/down like nodding (Fig.4
(a)), the system considers user B is sleepy and changes
the color of avatar’s hair and clothes automatically.
Thus, speaker A can easily grasp user B’s situation. At
this timing, the system (with the agreement of speaker
A if the mode is specified) makes an alert sound and
activates the keyword/ summary presentation feature
so that user B can keep up with speaker’s explanation.
According to User B’s saying, displaying keywords of
the mishearing parts was very helpful for him. Further,
he marked 80/100 in the comprehension test when he
was given keyword presentation on system’s detection
of his drowsiness. Meanwhile, he marked 20/100 when
nothing was given.
Test Case 2: User C was bored/tired enough to easily
misunderstand speaker A’s explanation. The system
had access to data about microphone signal through the
microphone, user C’s face expression through the
webcam, blood pulse frequency from the sensor mouse,
and cognitive information from user C’s cognitive
profile. User (listener) C had low associative learning
skills. Additionally, the system identified that there

(a) speaker A
(b) listener B
Figure 3. User B was listening to User A’s lecture
Test Case 1: User B (Fig.3 (b)) usually sleeps 7 hours
per day, but he slept less than 4 hours on the day of the
meeting. Therefore, he became sleepy at the meeting,
and was not hearing the explanation of user A at the
period (Fig.4 (a)). While explanation being given by
the speaker, “User B audience: 50%sleepy” was
displayed in speaker’s state chat window as drowsiness
meter, the hair color of user B’ avatar changes from
black to light blue, and also the color of its clothes
changed from purple to black (Fig.4 (b)). After
listening to speaker A’s warning message “user B:
wake up!” automatically sent in voice as well as texts,
user B woke up, avatar waved its hand (Fig.5 (a)),
keywords were also sent to user B automatically by the
system (Fig.5 (b)) in order to help user B keep up with
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misheard part of speaker’s conversation and therefore
helped user E keep up with the speaker’s explanation.

were voice signals from user C’s microphone,
indicating that user C was asking questions to the
speaker. Furthermore, user C was yawning and blood
pulse frequency and skin temperature was decreasing,
indicating bore/tiredness. Based on these indications,
the system considered user C had problems in
understanding the essence of the current discussion.
Therefore, the system activated summary presentation
to help user C keep up with current discussion (Fig. 6).

Table 2. Results of the test scenario 4
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Figure 6. Summary was displayed for user C having
low associative learning skills

short
44
54
40
37
40
77
46
44
56
40
60
59
57

assoc
37
65
29
54
43
59
65
37
48
59
37
37
54

Keffec
33
17
60
40
20
60
20
25
40
40
34
50
75

Seffec
20
50
60
20
60
20
40
75
20
60
64
75
25

Beffec
60
80
80
17
60
60
40
100
80
20
35
40
40

The numerical results are summarized in table 2.
In table 2, “short” means the deviation value of short
term memory measured by WebOSPAN. “Assoc”
means the deviation value of associative learning skills
measured by WAT as described in section 5.1.
“Keffec” means keywords presentation effects on
detecting external disturbance. It is the difference
between the mark of comprehension test on presenting
keywords and that on presenting nothing. “Seffec”
means summary presentation effect. “Beffec” means
both keywords and summary presentation effects on
detecting external disturbance. Table 2 shows the
effects (Beffec) of presenting keywords and/or
summaries on detecting the external disturbance were
mostly clear despite some exceptions such as students
4 and 10.
Furthermore, according to Keffec,
presenting even just keywords on detecting the
external disturbance was effective for students (such as
3, 4, 10) having low short term memory. Meanwhile,
according to Seffec, presenting even just summaries on
detecting the external disturbance was very effective
for students (such as 3, 8, 11, 12) having low
associative memory. Especially, according to Seffec,
presenting just summaries on such a timing was even
more effective than presenting just keywords and both,
for students (such as 11, 12) having comparatively
very low associative memory.

Test Case 3: User (listener) D was at risk of forgetting
parts of the speaker’s explanations. The system had
access to data about microphone signal through the
microphone, keyboard/mouse actions of user D
through tracking of interaction patterns, and
information about user D’s cognitive profile. The
system identifies that user D had voice interaction
signal with speaker A, and user D’s mouse was moving
in order to try to read previous notes. Furthermore,
user D had low short term memory, which had been
detected from the user profile. These were identified by
the system as indications about information decay for
user D. Therefore, the system activated the keyword
presentation feature in order to help user D keep up
with speaker explanation and remember forgotten parts.
Users (3 subjects) with summary/keywords
presentation on system’s detection of drowsiness,
tiredness, and mishearing possibility such as voice
interaction signal could kept up with speaker A’s talk.
Meanwhile, subjects with no summary/keywords
presentation on such timing, could not keep up with
speaker A’s talk.
In order to achieve more trustful evaluation, further
experiments were executed for 15 students as follows.
Test Case 4: User (listener) E had external disturbance
due to talks by other surrounding persons and therefore
User E had the possibility to mishear the explanation
by speaker A. The system had access to data about the
sound level of each user through users’ microphones
and the face direction of each user through users’
webcams. When the system identified that the sound
levels of user E was high and that E’s face direction
changed towards other surrounding person rather than
E’s display window, the system activated the keyword/
summary presentation feature and presented user
(listener) E with keywords and/or summaries of the

5.3 Evaluation Result
As shown above, experiments proved the
effectiveness of the proposed misunderstanding
handling framework.
Using cognitive profile or biological sensors is
sometimes criticized ethically. However, it is
significantly important to clear design/product faults
caused by misunderstanding apt to happen usually in
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remote collaboration environment. The proposed
adaptive multimedia utilization method can contribute
to solve this serious social problem.
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2001, pp. 1691-1694.
[8] Web-OSPAN. Retrieved 25 May, 2009, from
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[9] M. L. Turner and R. W. Engle, Is working memory
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adaptation of the operation span test, Psychologica
Belgica, 42, 2002, pp. 177-190.
[11] C. Bonardi, Conditional learning: An associative
analysis. In Nestor A Schmajuk, and Peter C Holland
(eds), Occasion setting: Associative learning and
cognition in animals. Washington, DC, US: American
Psychological Association, 1998.
[12] L. L. Laumann, Adult age differences in vocabulary
acquisition as a function of individual differences in
working memory and prior knowledge. Doctoral
Dissertation.: West Virginia University, 1999.
[13] L. M. Horowitz, and A. M. Gordon, Associative
symmetry and second language learning. Journal of
Educational Psychology, 63 (3), 1972, 287-294.
[14] Word Association Test. Retrieved 10 June, 2009, from
http://w ww.media-therapy.com/jwat/jwat.htm
[15] A.S. Tanenbaum and M. van Steen. “Distributed System
Principle and Paradigms”, Prentice Hall, 2002.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
This paper aims to deal with misunderstandings in
Web based remote collaboration environments by
providing various adaptive functions to enrich
cyberspace. Collaborator’s biological state is
monitored through handy multiple biological sensors.
This is combined with user profiles to effectively
lessen the possibility of misunderstandings for web
based collaboration support systems. The proposed
framework was implemented and evaluated on the
environment of the Project Wonderland.
Above all, keywords/summaries were presented
adaptively depending on cognitive profiles of users as
well as physical situation of users. The effects of
adaptive
keyword/summary presentation
were
evaluated. These evaluations demonstrated the
feasibility and usefulness of the proposed method.
These proved the effectiveness of the enriched
cyberspace framework to handle misunderstandings in
remote collaboration, by means of handy multiple
biological sensors.
As a future research direction, dealing with
misunderstanding due to other situations such as global
situations is planned.
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